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Welcome back to Health Equity &
Cultural Safety Network News!

Get Involved!

Webinar Wednesday
Topic: Health Literacy
Wednesday, September 13
2:00 - 3:30 pm
Gather at West Winds Primary
Health Centre (Room 110B on
the lower level) to view this
This monthly newsletter is designed to spark learning, dialogue, and

recorded

health system decisions that reflect our organization's commitment

session will help providers

to health equity and cultural safety through our Health Equity

understand the importance of

Position Statement and response to the Truth and Reconciliation

creating patient-centred, clear

Commission's Calls to Action.

health

webinar.

communication

This

for

everyone we serve. Can't join
We always enjoy sharing the important health equity work of our
colleagues throughout our Region. This month, we hope you

us in person? You can find the
webinar

on

the

Surround

Health website!

enjoy learning about the First Nations & Métis Health
Navigators who do the vital work of helping Indigenous patients
and families find their way through our often confusing health
system.

Orange Shirt Day
Saturday, September 30
(some organizations observing
on Friday, September 29)
Orange Shirt Day honours
survivors of Indian Residential
Schools

and

promotes

dialogue about reconciliation.
Come together in the spirit of

reconciliation and hope - wear
orange, and join in events
taking place on the 29th and
30th.

Learn

orangeshirtday.org

more

at

or

on

Facebook.

Cultural Safety Framework
Webinar
Wednesday, September 6
1:00 - 2:00pm (SK time)
Part of the Cultural Safety &
Cultural

Humility

Webinar

Action Series, this webinar
features Vancouver Coastal

Share your story!

Health's

Leslie

Bonshor

speaking about how to put
cultural safety and humility
into practice in multiple levels
of a health system, including
human resources recruitment
and

retention,

finances,

physical space, and beyond.
Can't join in on September 6?
A recording of this webinar will
be

shown

for

Webinar

Wednesday on November 8
(2:00 - 3:30pm at Idylwyld
Centre)!

This month's
Just One Thing:

From Cultural Competency
to Structural Competency

Watch Health Literacy Basics
for Health Professionals.
(click on the image to watch this 6-minute video)

Webinar
Recorded - access here
All stories health care workers
encounter have elements of
the unknowable – and these
stories must be approached
from

a

stance

examination

Food for Thought

While

it

and
may

of

self-

humility.
not

be

reasonable or socially just to

assume that clinicians become
‘competent’

regarding

any

particular culture or cultures,
this webinar explores why we
can and must train ourselves
to be competent regarding the
structural

issues

oppression,

injustice

of
and

social violence that so deeply
impact health care disparities
across the spectrum.

More for Your Health Equity Toolkit
Health Literacy: Moving Beyond the Core
Featured in this month's Webinar Wednesday session, this infographic is a handy tool to help promote
independence and empowerment for individuals and communities by addressing 3 levels of health
literacy.

150 Acts of Reconciliation for the Last 150 Days of Canada 150
There may be less than 150 days left in the year, but this list is full of useful ideas for taking action on
reconciliation - this year, and every year!

Advancing Health Equity through Language Interpretation Services
Language barriers influence access to health care and are a major challenge for people with limited
English proficiency. Language barriers have been noted to have negative impacts on the quality of health
care services and patient outcomes. Language Interpretation Services (LIS) are one intervention used to
address language barriers within the health care context.

Clear Language & Design Checklist
Developed by Saskatoon Health Region's Population & Public Health Department, this handy tool can
help when developing or updating resources for clients, patients, residents, or families - or even
documents for staff!

Saskatoon Public Library : KNOWlympics Health

While their summer literacy challenge (AKA the KNOWlympics) is over, there is still lots of useful
information on the SPL website! Here you'll find book recommendations, as well as some eye-catching
health literacy information sheets developed by Saskatoon Health Region's Public Health Observatory.
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